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+445623779011,+441600775622 - https://www.facebook.com/Aslans-Fish-Bar-
268646683586556/

Here you can find the menu of Aslan's Fish And Chips in Monmouthshire. At the moment, there are 17 menus
and drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What EuroHampshire likes

about Aslan's Fish And Chips:
Wow! We were passing through Monmouth at lunchtime and spotted this amazing and wonderful fish and chip
shop. Fish and chips for two which we then ate in the grounds of nearby Monmouth Castle. Prices were very

reasonable and, even more import, Aslan had a notice in the window saying that it only accepts cash. Fantastic! I
no longer use plastic for payments and any place that accepts cash will always get my custom. Ca... read more.
The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological
disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What Sandra

Jones doesn't like about Aslan's Fish And Chips:
Called on way home for pie chips horrible , unable to eat chips were disgusting hard . Pie was lovely ,£5.20
worth of chips went in the bin after tasting a few wouldn’t recommend the chips Service: Take out Meal type:

Dinner Price per person: £10–20 Service: 4 Atmosphere: 3 read more. With the comprehensive variety of coffee
and tea specialties, a visit to Aslan's Fish And Chips becomes even more attractive, The meals are usually

prepared fast and fresh for you. Also, they proffer you flavorful seafood dishes, for breakfast they serve a varied
breakfast here.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Halloum�
HALLOUMI

So� drink�
PEPSI

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�s� dishe�
FISH

FISH AND CHIPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
COD

WRAP

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
ANANAS CHICKEN

HADDOCK

SAUSAGE

MEAT

SEAFOOD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30-21:30
Tuesday 11:30-21:30
Wednesday 11:30-21:30
Thursday 11:30-21:30
Friday 11:30-22:00
Saturday 11:30-22:00
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